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GRZEGORZ
After your name dropping from Quo
Vadis band, Bart and rest of flock have
been but unactive. Even though, they
have found new members. How do you
recall your part in Quo Vadis history,
and what do you feel about Bart and
Quo Vadis legacy after all those years?
Was there anything particular you regret
or would want to change?
YANIC
QuoVadis played a big part in my life for
more than 15 years, since the band
started in 1992. As time moved forward,
Bart and I started to work more closely
together, managing the band on an
international level, working on material,
touring. We both had much respect for
each other. When I moved away from
Canada, Bart and I continued to work
together, and I think we actually kept in
touch more than when I lived in Canada.
The band was growing and there was
more to manage and more to discuss.
We communicated almost on an hourly
basis each day and put many hours of
work each day for the band. It was
intense, and it was very satisfying to see
the band progress internationally. In the
last while that I was in the band, some
aspects of the band had changed, and I
felt it was time for me to focus on other
musical projects. I am happy that I took
that decision, I have no regrets. I now
focus on recording drums for bands that
hire me for their albums. I record about
3-4 albums per year now, and have the
opportunity to work with a lot of different
musicians, which enables me to further

develop
my
drum
composition/performance skills, and
grow as a musician for many different
types of music. I also record bands that
already have a drummer, where I have
the role of a sound engineer and
producer. I built my own studio, called
WaveTransform. The studio enables me
to easily and quickly work with
musicians who do not have equipment
to record and/or do not have a drummer
for their album. I very much enjoy the
composition and recording environment.
I look back at my days with QuoVadis
with fond memories, and feel very
fortunate to have been part of the band,
and I also feel very lucky to now have
the opportunity to work with many bands
and focus on recording.
GRZEGORZ
Before and after quiting Quo Vadis
you’ve been involved in few different
studio sessions. In a fact, besides
playing death metal, you are also open
for symphonic music.
YANIC
I very much enjoy doing studio sessions
for different musicians, for different
types of music. I recorded drums for
symphonic metal, gothic metal, soft
rock, funk, fusion, etc. You can check
recent releases by Gone In April,
Johnny Newman, MAG Project (in
progress), Noah Shrader, and soon
check out a few other bands that are
about to release new albums. My drum
style has changed much since I left
QuoVadis due to working with different

musicians and music. I approach drum
composition differently than I used to,
and I use different tools as well. Now,
bands send me mp3s, and I import the
mp3s into my recording software. I then
compose drums for the song and
program my composition ideas on my
computer, and send the band my ideas
by mp3. Once the band approves the
programmed drum composition, I record
the song with real drums to get good
natural drum and to give the song the
energy it requires. Once the real drums
are recorded, I send audio files of the
drum recording to the band, for the
musicians to record their instruments in
their hometown. Once they are done
with the recording of their instruments,
they send me their audio files and I mix
everything together. I very much enjoy
the recording studio. As bands grow and
new albums get released, it gives a
great sense of achievment.
GRZEGORZ
What’s your story of getting involved in
drumming?
YANIC
My first instrument was the organ. I
started to play this instrument when I
was about 4-6 years old. A few years
after, when I was 8 years old, I started
to listen to metal and I really wanted to
play electric guitar. My parents were told
that it was better to learn guitar with an
acoustic guitar, and then move onto the
electric guitar. Since I had to start with
acoustic guitar and that I wanted to play
heavy metal electric guitar, I quickly lost
interest in the instrument. At 13 years
old, I developed an interest for the
drums. Of course, my parents thought I
was going to play drums for a few
months and then change to a different
instrument, so this time, they told me I

had to buy a drumkit with my own
money if I wanted to own drums. I
worked for a few months and bought my
first drumkit. I have now been playing
drums for 22 years. I never thought the
drums would play such an important
part in my life.
I have been very
fortunate to play with great musicians,
that have enabled me to push my limits,
and to have developed such great
friendships with musicians over many
years.
GRZEGORZ
After fifteen years of self-taught
drumming you’ve gained opportunity to
work with legendary Bobby Jarzombek.
How did that came about? And how
would you descbribe him, his style and
approach to student?
YANIC
I met with Bobby in Los Angeles in 2004
for a weekend of drum sessions. It was
an amazing and humbling experience.
Bobby is an incredible drummer and a
very cool guy. His stick technique is
impressive, and his drumming style is
very musical, technical and accurate.
During the sessions, we reviewed
rudiment exercises, stick techniques,
and other aspects of drumming.
He has influenced my drum style, and
this can be seen in some of the
technical recordings that I have done
after QuoVadis. Also, Bobby is a cool
guy to hang out with. He is down to
earth, calm patient and positive. His
drum skills and personality traits create
a perfect environment for drummers to
learn during sessions.
GRZEGORZ
I love your style of making fills on
ridebell. In a fact, sound of ridebell on
Quo Vadis records and live is simply

amazing. Was it your goal to achieve a
genuine factor making you special (just
mentioning fills between bell and kicks)
or it was a natural process for you?
YANIC
I love those ride bell fills too! Although
my drum style has evolved, the ride fills
have remained a part of my playing. I
find them musical and distinct. I didn’t
spend time trying to find fills that were
distinct. As I rehearsed with the band
and tried different fills and improvised, I
remembered the fills that stood out and
sounded good to me and other
musicians. The ride bell and bassdrum
fills is one of those fills. As I added new
cymbals to my setup in the past few
years, such as the Sabian MaxStax,
Chinese
splahses
and
Paragon
Chinese, I continued to write variations
of the ride bell fills integrating the new
cymbals as well as toms. I have a lot of
fun doing fills with the ride, Stax,
Chinese and ride. Fills with cymbals
don’t take as much space sonically as
tom fills, so I can keep the drums busy
in many sections of a song and still
leave room for the other instruments.
GRZEGORZ
Your advice for young drummers?
Especially for those who represent new
generation of drummers, focusing
mainly on blastbeats and speed. What
do you think about them? What just
happened to groove…
YANIC
The advice I would give would be the
following.
-Practice, practice, practice to improve
performance skills. Practicing rudiments
is important, and practicing songs with a
band is also very important.

-Play with different musicians, and for
different styles of music, to expand the
composition skills.
-Play to a click track to increase tempo
accuracy. This will make it easier for
other musicians to follow you, and
therefore, they will find it more enjoyable
to play with you.
-Record, record, record, and evaluate
your tracks to know which aspects of
your drumming need improvement.
-Work with your sound engineer, modify
your drum setup to optimize the sound
of your drums. If the drum setup allows
a good capture of sound, and your
playing generates good sound, you will
sound better as a drummer. Adding
space between the drum parts provides
better separation of sound with respect
to the other drums. This is the reason
my cymbals are very high, about 60-70
centimeters above my toms. The
dynamics and velocity of the hits are
also very important to get a good sound
and feel.
GRZEGORZ
Have you ever considered to give up
drumming and take care of your career
as a physicist? Or to become a regular
studio producer for bands?
YANIC
I am fortunate to have the opportunity to
work in many different environments. I
work as a session drummer for album
recordings, as a studio engineer in my
studio, and as a physicist. My formal
education has all been in engineering
and physics. I completed a Bachelor
degree in Engineering Physics at Ecole
Polytechnique, and a Master degree in
Medical Physics and a Ph.D. in Physics
at McGill. Since I completed my Ph.D., I
have been working for a medical
scanner company, in research and

development,
designing
nuclear
medicine scanners. The work as a
drummer, sound engineer and physicist
are very different from each other. Each
role helps me develop skills which are
applicable and help me in my others
roles, whether they are technical,
administrative, personal, creative, etc. I
love each role that I have, and it gives
me a great sense of accomplishment to
continue to do all 3 roles.
GRZEGORZ
Your current drum set up?
YANIC
I play a YAMAHA Oak Custom drumkit
and a YAMAHA Maple Custom drumkit.
They offer different sound characteristic
which enables me to customize for the
music style. I have a lineup of 6 snares:
YAMAHA bamboo, maple, birch, oak,
copper, and brass. This gives me an
assortment of sounds. I use SABIAN HH
Bright Hats 14” (which I believe are now
discontinued), AAX Metal ride 20”,
Paragon Chinese 19”, Max Stax high
and medium, AA China splash 6”, AAX
Mini-Chinese 12”, and AAXplosion and
AAX Metal crashed or sizes between
18” and 19”. I use VICFIRTH
drumsticks, AKG microphones, DDRUM
trigger systems for bassdrums for live
performances, and TRUE-SYSTEMS
microphone preamplifiers and RME
converters for recording.
[Grzegorz, if you want, I can send you
an image of my latest setup. Let me
know if you want this.]
GRZEGORZ
What’s most difficult in music business
from drummer’s view and what would
you
recommend
to
overcome
obstacles?

YANIC
Interesting question. I think this depends
on the goals of the drummer, as well as
the visibility that the drummer has had
over the years. I can give my point of
view, based on my experience as a
drummer, sound engineer, and band
manager.
The advancements in technology and
growth of internet applications and
international travel have definitely
changed the way musicians work
together. I think that playing with many
bands to increase visibility, and being
easily reachable (website, email, social
networks) to other musicians is
important. Keeping up with technology,
and having the tools to work with other
musicians at a distance will increase
chances of being hired. A drummer
doesn’t need a full studio to compose.
Just a bit of equipment is needed. If a
drummer does not have recording
equipment, I would recommend the
drummer to find a local studio that can
be quickly booked if the drummer is
hired for an urgent recording situation.
Having the ability to travel internationally
for recording and live performances
definitely makes things easier to
musicians
and
management
organizations.
GRZEGORZ
Your best on stage experience ever?
YANIC
I very much enjoyed the QuoVadis live
DVD recording. Much time and effort
was given to prepare for the show, in
terms of the recording environment,
video cameras, stage show with
dancers in body painting and guest
musicians, light show, as well as the
video editing process, etc. It is still

exciting to view the DVD, so many years
after its release.
Another very exciting show was the
Montreal Drum Festival. There were
many internationally renown drummers
at the festival, such as Thomas Lang,
Peter Erskine, Alex Acuna, Daniel Adair,
Dave Langguth. I was truly honored to
represent metal at the festival, and
share the stage with such drum legends.
I thank YAMAHA Drums Canada for the
great opportunity to perform at the
drumfest.
I can say that every live performance is
special to me. The experience that is
shared with the fans cannot be
explained in words. It is an incredible
feeling and I love it.
GRZEGORZ
And worst?
YANIC
I don’t think there are bad stage
experiences. However, being sick and
not feeling 100% for a live performance
is unfortunate. Fans go to shows to see
a band they appreciate and look up to. It
is important to me to give 110% at
shows, to make sure the fans are happy
with the experience. When a musician
is sick or not feeling well, it is difficult for
the musician to give their usual 110%.
Being sick or not feeling well is not
something that can be avoided,
however, I do my best to stay in good
health, in order to decrease chances of
getting sick and to give the best
performance possible for the fans.
GRZEGORZ
Which bands besides your new projects
we should follow? Any new, young
talent you are impressed by?

YANIC
I am proud of many recent projects that I
have completed, such as Gone In April,
Johnny Newman project, as well as a
few other bands which are getting close
to releasing their new albums. There are
a lot of other bands by which I have
been impressed. When I listen to a
band, I give attention to composition and
sound quality. Musicians are constantly
pushing their limits so it is exciting to
see bands release new material. Also,
sound engineering styles are constantly
changing, and it is interesting to see
new trends in sound as new albums are
released.
GRZEGORZ
Thanks for the short interview. Take
care man! Last words for you.
YANIC
Thank you for the interview! It’s an
honor for me to be part of your
magazine issue.
I would also like to thank the fans for the
great support and interest over the
years. I hope to see you on tour!
I welcome musicians and fans to contact
me if they have questions. I can be
reached
on
my
drum
website
www.yanicbercier.com, on my studio
website www.wavetransform.com, and
on Facebook.

